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REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN

This is my first report as Chairman, having taken up the post on 1st July 2015, and it therefore gives me particular pleasure to be
able to report on an excellent performance across the board in 2015. Turnover was up by 23%, year over year. Expenditure remained
tightly controlled allowing Operating Profit to rise to £694k from £105k in the previous year. The difficult financial environment,
which resulted in losses on the revaluation of our investments of £249k for the year, was balanced by an increase of £669k in our
investment property valuation and as a result the final profit before taxation was £1,480k.
In 2015 all of our trade associations reported surpluses apart from a very small deficit in the National Motorcycle Dealers Association.
Remit, our joint venture training subsidiary, having returned to profit in the previous year, significantly increased its group profit before
taxation by 62% to £765k. Operating Cash Flow was strong during the year with cash balances across the group rising by 26%, and
net assets rose significantly to £23.9m despite the difficult investment environment which held back the value of the Federation’s
investment portfolio. The Federation therefore continues to have significant balance sheet strength which is particularly important
when considering the likely volatility in the UK economy in the immediate future. This financial strength also gives the Board and the
associations the scope to invest where appropriate in the continuing development of products and services for members.
Membership has continued to grow strongly, reaching almost 10,000 at the end of the financial year. The Independent Garages
(IGA) had a particularly successful year growing its membership. The Petrol Retailers (PRA) and Franchised Dealers (NFDA) also
showed good growth despite a landscape which is seeing ever increasing consolidation. This has particularly been seen in the
Bodyshop sector where membership of the National Association of Bodyshops (NAB) fell slightly over the year.
The new constitution continues to prove its worth, with the funding of central activities by the rental and other income from the
Federation’s investments, allowing the individual associations to focus on front line services for the benefit of members. This new
dynamic in customer relations is contributing strongly to the membership growth that I have already mentioned. In last years
Chairman’s report it was noted that this strategy was also intended to encourage other trade associations to join the Federation, and
I am very pleased to report that in July 2015, the Vehicle Builders and Repairers Association (VBRA) joined the Federation, where
it will work closely with the NAB. I am also delighted to note that, for the first time since the new constitution was put in place, our
central services did reach the position of being fully funded from the various sources of investment income.
The excellent all round performance for the year has been achieved by a professional Board overseeing the activities of the RMI
supported by a highly competent and committed team of staff. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of my colleagues,
Board and staff, for their efforts and for delivering such a successful year.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my predecessor as Chairman, Alec Murray. The Federation has benefited from the
decision and actions taken under his leadership. The new constitution gives us a solid foundation for the years ahead.

P. Johnson
Chairman
26 April 2016
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

INDEPENDENT GARAGE ASSOCIATION

The Independent Garage Association is the largest and most prominent representative body in the Independent garage sector. We
are the voice of the industry in matters arising in the UK Government and in Europe regarding legislative and regulatory issues. The
IGA aims to support and encourage independent garages to thrive in all aspects of their business by offering advice, information
and services which ensure that the independent service and repair sector can remain efficient and competitive in an increasingly
complex business landscape.
IGA members are involved in the service and repair and sale of motor vehicles.
• 2015 has seen the previously solid foundations continue to strengthen around membership growth and retention.
• IGA membership continues to be perceived as value for money which in turn has allowed the sales team to cease cold calling
activities for new member sign-ups and focus on supporting existing members. New membership now stems from incoming
enquiries
• A number of successful IGA initiatives have taken place. These include:
- New courses launched; Multimeter and a further two in development; Sensors & Actuators and Oscilloscopes
- 25 member events took place nationally with just under 2000 garages in attendance
- Launch of a new IGA website
- Creation of the IGA Diagnostic Specialist Award to be rolled out when SERMI is released
• The IGA has achieved widespread coverage in trade magazines, online and radio.
• The Government recognises and understands the value the independent sector provides to the economy, and it has engaged on
several different issues during the year.
• The apprentice Trailblazer initiative was strongly influenced by the IGA and will continue to see the qualification develop to see
highly skilled technicians of the future.

REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

RMI STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION

RMI Standards and Certification (RMISC) acts as a conduit to the RMI’s future quality standards facilitation across the motor
industry.
• The motor industry continues to strengthen its focus on quality service and customer satisfaction. RMISC will provide a variety of
accredited standards across a wide range of industry needs.
• A number of successful RMISC initiatives have taken place. These include:
- Achieving UKAS accreditation against ISO 17065 superseding EN 45011:1998
- Successfully transferred accreditation from PAS125 to BS10125
- Successfully passed the UKAS annual audit
- Achieved the CTSI (Chartered Trading Standards Institute) Code approval for the Trust My Garage Code Scheme
- Through IMI Awards, developed a delivery method for the New MOT Tester training course and trialled in the awarding
bodies pilot
- Developed the new Trust My Garage website to be launched in 2016
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BODYSHOPS

The NAB and VBRA, are the UK’s leading representative bodies for the automotive body repair sector and are part of the Retail Motor
Industry Federation (RMI). Bodyshop membership ranges from larger groups; including the UK’s leading body repair centres, to small
independent repairers. The associations lobby on issues affecting the UK Body Repair Sector and engage with professional industry
organisations, legislative bodies and government to ensure our members and the sectors’ views are communicated and represented.
• In 2015, the National Association of Bodyshops (NAB) merged with the Vehicle Builders and Repairers Association (VBRA). With
over 200 years of combined industry experience, the vision for the two associations is to unite, working as one to provide a more
cohesive and authoritative approach to the issues and challenges that affect the body repair sector.
• The appointment of Jason Moseley as Executive Director of NAB / VBRA towards the end of 2015 has provided our association
with a clear direction for the future, with Jason’s ultimate goal being that the joint association will be the leading voice for the sector.
• The association currently has membership of circa 1,000; representing a significant proportion of the collision repair supply chain.
• In 2015, the sector saw continued change in vehicle technology, legislation and commercial agreements, with the on-going
consolidation and acquisition activity continuing to define the landscape in the coming years.
• Industry debate surrounding the Code of Practice for the Disposal of Motor Salvage, which was redrafted in the earlier half of
the year. NAB/VBRA is of the opinion that the current Code has been drafted to protect insurers, rather than consumers, and that it
is based almost entirely on financial considerations., and has been lobbying hard against the proposed code, with representatives
of the NAB meeting with the Department for Transport (DfT) and the Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS)
• The NAB/VBRA’s work surrounding the collapse of the accident management company Drive Assist has led to a high profile
director disqualification. It is hoped that this acts as a deterrent for anybody who may be intent on abusing the body repair
industry in the future.
• The 2016 body shop market will continue to be dynamic with NAB / VBRA championing that its members be treated fairly. It is
now the sole UK repairers trade body, and will continue helping mitigate risks and improve business opportunities for members.
REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR AUCTIONS

The National Association of Motor Auctions (NAMA) represents vehicle auctions in the UK. The UK motor auction sector sells
around 1.5 million vehicles per annum and NAMA represents 90% of these sales. Members not only auction vehicles but offer a
range of remarketing services such as transportation, valeting and reconditioning as well as on-line services.
• Monthly auction data reports for cars and light commercial vehicles. The report gives an insight for both members and their
customers on the health of the auction market. The report each month looks at auction conversion rates, prices and age and
mileage of auction sales. Webinars have also been introduced to highlight the report to members and stakeholders.
• NAMA has developed a standardised vehicle grading scheme that allows customers to identify a vehicle’s condition in a consistent
manner. This is particularly beneficial for auction customers who are buying on-line. The number of vehicles now being offered for
sale under the scheme is in the region of 1 million a year.
• The NAMA Grading Appraiser course at Stephenson College has now trained over 500 candidates improving standards of
appraising vehicles across the industry.
• NAMA was awarded the prestigious IMI recognition award for the Appraiser Training course and Grading Scheme.
• NAMA represents the interest of our members with Government and industry stakeholders on issues affecting the industry.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL FRANCHISED DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The National Franchised Dealers Association (NFDA) represents franchised car and commercial vehicle dealers in the UK.
Membership consists of major dealer groups, medium sized regional businesses and small family owned dealers. Members
represent all the major car and commercial vehicle franchises and offer a range of services to consumers including new and used
car sales, servicing, parts, body repairs, MOTs and increasingly offer services on-line.
• NFDA represents the interests of franchised dealers to UK Government, European Commission and Parliament, vehicle
manufacturers, the media and other industry stakeholders.
• NFDA has successfully lobbied the European Commission to look in-depth at the relationship between suppliers and dealers.
• NFDA has successfully lobbied Government to ensure the new Consumer Rights Act was implemented in a manner sensitive to
business needs. This included the introduction of Representative Actions and the new Alternative Dispute Resolution scheme. In
addition, NFDA obtained the concession that dealers could base a refund to customers for a rejected vehicle using the valuation
guide prices.
• NFDA has successfully lobbied the FCA with respect to their remedies for the GAP insurance market. NFDA specifically achieved
a reduction in the proposed cooling off period from 30 days to 4 ensuring that the market survived the changes.
• The NFDA Working Groups continue to work on key issues in the areas of used cars, aftersales, finance and insurance and HR
and training.
• NFDA Trusted Dealers continues to grow and develop as a used car sales portal for members and is now working in conjunction
with Auto Trader.
• The NFDA Dealer Attitude Survey continues to be well received by dealers, manufacturers, trade and national press.
• NFDA has launched the Consumer Attitude Survey to assess consumer perceptions of the franchised sector, and are working in
conjunction with an external research company. The research will be carried out twice a year.
• Campaigning for better regulation for dealer truck technicians regarding driver CPC regulations.
• Liaison with Government departments, including DVSA on issues involving Type Approval regulation and privatisation of truck
testing.
• NFDA membership continues to grow in a consolidating market.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS 		

PETROL RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

The Petrol Retailers Association is committed to supporting its members to develop all aspects of their
activities by offering information, services and advice which ensures that the independent fuel retailing
sector can continue to grow and be competitive in an ever more challenging business environment.
This also requires the PRA to challenge and work with all appropriate Government departments to
ensure that the sustainability of independent forecourt retailers is properly considered.
• Since 2000, more than 4,000 independent petrol stations have closed. This represents more than
60% - many in already challenged rural areas.
• This trend continues with a further 165 independents closing in 2015 and at this rate, a further 1,000 filling stations may be lost in
the next 5 years or so
• At the same time oil companies have been steadily retreating from front line retailing such that some 3,000 sites have been
acquired by the larger groups
• Today, independent forecourts total 5,800 or 70% of all the UK’s filling stations. Hence the strategic and operational importance
of the PRA
PRA lobbying activities encompass most of the key Government departments including:• HM Treasury/HM Revenue & Customs : fuel taxation, deferment of duty, rural duty rebate schemes, card payments and plastic banknotes
• DECC – National Emergency Plan for Fuel (NEP-F) covering storage, supply and retailing. Sales and production statistics
• DCLG/VOA – Business Rates
• DfT – Motoring issues and fuel quality (biofuels)
• Home Office – Forecourt Crime Senior Steering Group (FCSSG)
• DoH – Tobacco and alcohol legislation
During the past year, the PRA has produced an extensive “Market Review”, improved the presentation and content of the fortnightly
e-newsletter Petrol Heads Up for members and the sector, as well as making the website www.ukpra.co.uk even more user friendly.
As a result, Membership has continued to grow in all four home countries
Big Oil Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Retail Motor Industry Federation and continues to provide valuable contribution to
the Group. It is continues to be sub-licenced to Wayne Fuelling Systems following the acquisition of Vianet Fuel Systems by Wayne
International.
REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS

NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The National Motorcycle Dealers Association (NMDA) represents motorcycle retailers across the UK. Members offer a range of
services including the sale of new and used motorcycles, servicing, parts, MOT’s, clothing and accessories. The NMDA represents
the interests of motorcycle dealers to the UK Government, motorcycle manufacturers and other trade bodies such as the MCIA.
• The NMDA continue to liaise with Government departments on issues including road safety, electric motorcycle subsidies,
motorcycle security and rider training.
• The NMDA has successfully raised its profile within the industry and continues to receive coverage in the motorcycle trade press.
• The NMDA continues to work closely with the MCIA on issues affecting the motorcycle sector.
• The NMDA Motorcycle Dealer Attitude Survey is now recognised as the industry’s standard survey and has increased its national
participation to 40% of UK dealers since going digital.
• The NMDA has been appointed by the Government to lead and co-ordinate the development of a new Trailblazers apprenticeship
standard for motorcycle technicians. This work is expected to be finished and approved by 2017 in time for the new Employer
Levy introduction.
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STRATEGIC REPORT

The directors present their strategic report for the year ended 31st December 2015.
Review of the business and key performance indicators
As the main trade association for the retail motor sector, the business provides a comprehensive range of services that aim to
provide support and benefit to members. These include lobbying, representation, legal service and help line provision, technical
support, training and development and conciliation.
The key financial performance indicators are those that demonstrate financial stability and improvement in financial performance
over previous years. This in turn permits growth of our range of services. The factors considered are:- turnover, operating profit,
cash, investments and membership growth and retention levels.
The disparate nature of the associations was addressed in 2012, and the Articles of Association were changed. The business is
now in its fourth year under these Articles and this gives each association the autonomy to determine their service and growth
strategy, whilst retaining the benefit of remaining within the Federation. These changes have allowed the associations to retain and
grow their subscriber base whilst adding valuable services for members.
With profitable results, and reflecting the increase in the value of our long leasehold property, retained reserves of the Group
increased by £1.64m with members funds standing at £23.3m. During the year cash and investment balances grew by £1.67m to
£24.6m and continue to reflect a healthy capital position for the Group.
Group sales performance improved again in 2015. The Remit group of businesses also performed better in 2015, and this resulted
in a Group retained profit of £1.33m (2014 - £1.83m). Membership numbers increased to 9,805 at the end of the year, 998 higher
than at the end of 2014.
Some of the key areas of activity that the Retail Motor industry Federation has been involved in during the year include:
IGA
• The year continued in a positive way with member growth and retention being consistent and member satisfaction running at an
all-time high, maintaining record breaking levels.
• The IGA’s Trust My Garage code scheme achieved approval from Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSi) allowing its 2600
Independent garages to display the TSi logo to consumers.
• The positive membership climate has changed and the role of field sales resources no longer need to carry out cold call activities
and only follow up on new member leads. This has allowed the resources flexibility to engage with existing members on a more
frequent basis.
• Membership communications events proved to be ever popular with 25 events taking place last year to just under 2000 garages.
• The highly successful technical training initiative progressed in the development of a number of new courses being Multimeter
and electrical principles. To date the Technical Training programme has delivered courses to over 6500 technicians and over 2500
garages since they were introduced.
• Lobbying at a national and international level continues to play an important part in maintaining the IGA’s profile with government
and in the press. Highlights include continued pressure in respect of access to manufacturer technical information and work with
the ProMOTe campaign on 4-Year MOT.
• Meetings at a ministerial level have kept the door open on changes to Small Waste Oil Burner (SWOB) guidance.
NFDA
• NFDA successfully lobbied the FCA to ensure that their proposed remedies for the GAP insurance market did not adversely affect
dealers. In particular, we have managed to reduce the proposed cooling off period from 30 days to 4 and have also allowed for
customers to initiate a sale of GAP within the 4 day period.
• NFDA have been campaigning with Government for action to be taken on mileage fraud. NFDA are pushing for tighter regulation
of mileage adjustment companies and the outright banning of odometer change.
• NFDA continues to lobby the European Commission to take action to address the unbalanced relationship between dealers and
manufacturers and unfair contract terms.
• NFDA have successfully launched a new consumer attitude survey to understand the views of consumers towards franchised dealers.
• NFDA membership is the highest it has been with new increased subscription structure and this will ensure revenue growth
despite consolidation.
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STRATEGIC REPORT

PRA
• The last year has seen the continuing disinvestment by oil companies in their UK retail assets with acquisition by independents.
Almost simultaneously private equity investors have acquired both full and partial stakes in the emerging “super” dealer groups
with just 4 retail companies controlling nearly 25% of independent site numbers. All 4 groups are supportive PRA members.
• PRA has improved communications with members and industry contacts with the increasingly popular “Petrol Heads Up” fortnightly
e-newsletter. This is now a credible advertising channel so boosting income for the Association. Other successful communications
have included the annual Market Review, the Live & Local regional Forums and much improved website www.ukpra.co.uk
• Much effort has been directed towards improving the commercial service benefits for Members and we expect to see this
attracting further retailers as we go forward.
• The PRA Chairman continues to be in demand from all media channels including national press, TV and radio on a wide variety
of forecourt retailing issues.
• Members views are well represented to the highest levels of Government with personal meetings during the last 6 months with
the Cabinet Minister without Portfolio, Minister for Energy (DECC), Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury, Minister for Police & Crime
(Home Office), Chief Executive (HMRC) and many other senior politicians and officials.
• Following the very sad passing of Robin Hulf, Director of Hulf McRae, last autumn, PRA has engaged the services of Pepper
Public Affairs as political advisers.
NAB/VBRA
• For the first time in recent history, 2015 saw the body shop industry unite under a single association by the joining forces of
National Association of Bodyshops (NAB) with the Vehicle Builders and Repairers Association (VBRA) combining to represent
1,000 members.
• The NAB/VBRA Technical Helpline usage continued to grow in supporting members undertake safe and quality repairs through
the access of vehicle specific repair data. Manned by a dedicated team of specialists dealing with an average of 777 calls every
month, totalling 9324 over the course of the year, with 86% of enquiries answered on the same working day.
• When the accident management company DriveAssist went into administration there were hundreds of unsecured creditors owed
millions of pounds. Bodyshops were particularly badly affected. NAB has pursued DriveAssist through the Insolvency Service on
behalf of our members.
• NAB/VBRA has been proactively engaged with the DFT to alert them that a new proposed salvage code of practice and the
voluntary categorisation and disposal of vehicle salvage represents a considerable risk to consumers.
• Through continual liaison with government NAB/VBRA has help drive the safeguarding of consumers through the appointment of
an independent watchdog, The Motor Insurance Conduct Adjudicator (MICA).
The sales performance of Big Oil Limited, acquired in 2007, continued to improve through the year and with the partnership
agreement with Vianet Fuel Services, Big Oil has delivered a further year of profitability. RMISC Limited also delivered a further profit
in 2015, and now has a positive net asset position on its balance sheet.
201 Great Portland Street continues to deliver a sustainable revenue flow for the Company with all prime space let.
Future Developments
The Board will look to develop the business to meet the changing needs of our members and customers. This will be both organically
and, if appropriate, by acquisition.
Principal risks and uncertainties
The Board continues to consider that, despite a very positive year in 2015, the principal risks to the business will be associated
with a potential future lack of growth in the UK economy and the pressures that this would exert on our members’ businesses. In
Remit the principal risks in the business arise not from whether or not Apprenticeships will continue to exist, but from the levels
of Government funding available, the impact of Apprenticeship Reform, the flow of Government funds and Remit’s own ability to
manage and run Apprenticeships, Traineeships and adult learning efficiently.
Financial risk management
The group’s operations expose it to financial risks that include liquidity and cash flow risk within its subsidiaries which the directors
monitor on a regular basis through cash flow modelling and forecasting. The group actively maintains a mixture of short-term cash
deposits and a longer term investment portfolio that is designed to ensure the group generates income and capital appreciation
whilst ensuring it has sufficient available funds for operations.
By order of the board

C. Thomas
Secretary
Date: 26 April 2016
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

The directors present their report and financial statements for the year ended 31st December 2015.
The Retail Motor Industry Federation Limited (RMI) is a trade association representing the interests of the retail motor trade in the
United Kingdom. The Federation also represents its members’ interests in the European Union and internationally.
RMI owns 51% of the issued share capital of Remit Group Limited (‘Remit’) which provides national multisector apprenticeships
and adult learning training. RMI owns 100% of the issued share capital of Big Oil Limited which provides on-line pricing information
for the petrol retail market and 100% of RMI SC Limited, which provides certification services to the motor industry.
The National Franchised Dealer Association Limited (‘NFDA’), a 100% subsidiary, holds a controlling stake of 58.7% of the voting
shares in Trusted Dealers Limited.
RMI indirectly owns 23% of the equity voting shares of Remit Resourcing Limited which provides consultancy and outsource
services to the automotive sector as well as indirectly owning 26% of Remit Food Limited which provides training to the catering
and hospitality industry.
The financial statements have been consolidated to include the subsidiaries.
Employee Involvement
The company policy is to ensure that the employees are provided, through meetings and bulletins, with all relevant information
concerning company performance and any other issues of concern.
Disabled Persons
The company policy is to consider applications from disabled persons for those vacancies that they are able to fill. All necessary
assistance with initial training is given. Arrangements are made, whenever possible, for retraining employees who become disabled,
to enable them to perform work identified as appropriate to their aptitudes and abilities.
Results and Dividend
The results for the year are set out on page 9. No dividend is permitted for the parent company and the whole of the retained profit
will be taken to reserves.
Share Capital
The company is limited by guarantee.
Directors and their Interests
The directors who served during the year are listed below. The re-appointment of directors will be in accordance with the company’s
memorandum and articles of association and the decision of the Group Board.
P. Johnson 		
A. Murray 		
G. Bates 		
K. J. Briggs 		
			
B. V. Evans
P. Hill
S. G. James 		
P. Jones
A. P. Lowe
C. B. Madderson
M. C. Marshall
C. B. Parlett
S. Robinson 		
K. Savage
C. Thomas 		
			

Chairman
Chairman (resigned 30 June 2015)
(appointed 26 June 2015)
Finance Director and Company Secretary
(resigned 5 October 2015)
Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Finance Director and Company Secretary
(appointed 5 October 2015)
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS (CONTINUED)

Political and Charitable Donations
The group donated £3,030 (2014 - £300) for charitable purposes. There were no political contributions.
Auditors
Kingston Smith LLP are deemed to be reappointed under section 487(2) of the Companies Act 2006.
Corporate Governance
The Board of Directors meets six times per year to review the state of the business and to consider future policy matters. The
directors, collectively, understand which matters are reserved for the Board as a whole.
The Board comprises a Chairman, a Finance Director, three Executive Directors with eight other Directors. Directors are drawn from
different disciplines so as to provide both balanced management and critical assessment of the Federation’s activities.
All the directors have access to the advice and services of the company secretary.
After making enquiries, the directors have a reasonable expectation that the Federation has adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future. For this reason, and based on the following, they continue to adopt the going
concern basis in preparing the financial statements.
The Federation is the largest trade association in the United Kingdom supporting members of the retail motor trade from which it
receives subscriptions on an annual basis: there is no reason to assume that this situation will alter in the foreseeable future.
The Board is responsible for the Federation’s system of internal financial control. Its principal features include review of financial
information with senior management, monthly monitoring of results, operations, capital expenditure and significant financing matters
of the Federation as a whole, and clearly defined levels of authority at all times. However, it must be appreciated that any such
system can only provide reasonable rather than absolute assurance against material misstatement of financial information or loss.
The company’s auditors, Kingston Smith LLP, have reviewed the above statement, in accordance with Auditing Practices Board
guidance.
Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee reviews and sets the remuneration levels for executive and non-executive directors. The committee
is comprised of the following directors: Mr P Jones, Mr P Johnson, Mr M Marshall and Mr P Hill. In assessing the remuneration of
the directors, the committee considers the following: performance of RMI, comparable remuneration in similar businesses and
individual performance.
Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for monitoring the integrity of the company’s financial statements, reviewing internal
financial controls and risk management systems, making recommendations to the Board concerning the appointment of the Group’s
external auditors (including their remuneration), reviewing and monitoring the external auditor’s independence and engagement of
the auditors to perform non-audit work. The committee is comprised of Mr K Savage, Mr A Lowe and Mr P Hill. Mr P Johnson, as
chairman of RMI, is invited to attend all meetings of this committee.
Nominations Committee
The key responsibilities of the Nominations Committee are making recommendations, as appropriate, to the Board concerning
the formulation of plans for succession for both executive and non-executive directors, the suitability of candidates for the roles
of independent directors, membership of the audit and remuneration committees, in consultation with the chairmen of those
committees. The Nominations Committee is comprised of Mr P Johnson, Mr P Jones, Mrs B Evans and Mr G Bates.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS (CONTINUED)

Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities
The Directors are responsible for preparing the Strategic Report, the Director’s Report and the financial statements in accordance
with applicable law and regulations.
Company law requires the Directors to prepare financial statements for each financial year. Under that law the directors have elected
to prepare the financial statements in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (United Kingdom
Accounting Standards and applicable law) including Financial Reporting Standard 102; the Reporting Standard Applicable in the
UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102). Under company law the directors must not approve the financial statements unless they are
satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the group and of the company and of the profit and loss of the
group for that period. In preparing these financial statements, the Directors are required to:
- select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
- make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
- prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the company will continue
in business.
The Directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are sufficient to show and explain the company’s
transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the company and the group and enable
them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the
assets of the company and the group and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.
Statement of disclosure to auditors
Each of the directors in office at the date of approval of this annual report confirms that:
- so far as the director is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the company’s auditors are unaware, and
- the director has taken all the steps that he/she ought to have taken as a director in order to make himself/herself aware of any
relevant audit information and to establish that the company’s auditors are aware of that information.
In accordance with Section 414 (c) 11 of the Companies Act 2006, the Directors have chosen to include information about future
developments and principal risks in the Strategic Report.

By Order of the Board

C. Thomas
Secretary
201 Great Portland Street
London W1W 5AB
Date:

26 April 2016
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE RETAIL MOTOR INDUSTRY FEDERATION LIMITED

We have audited the financial statements of The Retail Motor Industry Federation Limited for the year ended 31 December 2015 which
comprise the Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated and Company Statement of Financial Position, the Consolidated
and Company Statement of Changes in Equity, the Consolidated and Company Statement of Cash Flows and the related notes.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting
Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice) including Financial Reporting Standard 102.
This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with Chapter 3 of part 16 of the Companies Act
2006. Our audit work has been undertaken for no purpose other than to draw to the attention of the members those matters which
we are required to include in an auditors’ report addressed to them. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or
assume responsibility to any party other than the company and the company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this
report, or for the opinions we have formed.
Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors
As explained more fully in the Directors’ Responsibilities Statement, the directors are responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to comply
with the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.
Scope of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements sufficient to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. This includes an
assessment of: whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the group’s and the parent company’s circumstances and
have been consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by the
directors; and the overall presentation of the financial statements. In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information
in the Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report to identify material inconsistencies with the audited financial statements and to
identify any information that is apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent with, the knowledge acquired
by us in the course of performing the audit. If we become aware of any apparent material misstatements or inconsistencies we
consider the implications for our report.
Opinion on financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
- give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and of the parent company’s affairs as at 31 December 2015 and of the group’s
profit for the year then ended;
- have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice; and
- have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.
Opinion on other matter prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion the information given in the Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report for the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Companies Act 2006 requires us to report to you if, in our
opinion:
- adequate accounting records have not been kept by the parent company, or returns adequate for our audit have not been received
from branches not visited by us; or
- the parent company financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or
- certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or
- we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.
Janice Riches (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of Kingston Smith LLP
											
Devonshire House
											60 Goswell Road
											London EC1M 7AD
Date: 17 May 2016
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